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YPLM#      Feature List 

160 Application Configurations: Creating a New field within an EAV form, which is linked to other 
pages, now allows users to apply the same new fields to multiple pages.  This works the same 
as when using the Add function.  

380 Application Configurations: The Sourcing area now offers users the ability to configure fields 
for quotes and commitments while determining which fields are available through SRMOn.  
This also includes the ability to add basic calculations within its respective fields.  

96 BOM: The first three columns (Material Image, Material Number and Material Name) within 
the BOM Edit area are frozen, allowing the user to view and modify the designated material 
fields even when scrolling to the right side of the page. 

376 Control Panel: Added a new feature to sort predefined Tech Packs within the Predefined Tech 
Pack Control Panel. This will reflect when creating new Predefined Tech Packs within the Style 
folder. 

378 Control Panel:  Added the ability for the client to configure and manage dimensions from the 
Control Panel for use within a Bill of Material page.  

377 Material Folder: Added material price conversion support for Purchase UOM and BOM UOM.  
For example: Purchased thread in Cones UOM but used on the BOM as CM UOM. 

375 Measurement Page: Added new system setting EnableAlternateCodeColumn which displays 
the alternate measurement name as a separate column on the style measurement page. 

465 Sourcing: The quotation palette button functionality has been removed to simplify the quote 
creation process. The quick quote function allows a user to add quotes in mass whereas the 
quotation palette only allowed one quote at a time.  

388 Style Calendar: Users no longer need to link a Calendar for the Planned Start, Planned End, 
Actual Start and Actual End date columns to populate. This will now pull directly from the 
associated workflow page regardless if a calendar is associated or not. 

379 Style Folder:  Multipage workflow printouts for Freelance Design, Construction Detail, Bill of 
Labor, Care and Text-Image now display a user-designated name in the upper right-hand 
corner.  
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*These work items also apply to software version 7.4.1. 

  

YPLM#     Defect List 
236 Application Configurations: Updated the SubCategory Style Header attribute EAV field to 

function consistently throughout the Style Folder and Line List areas.  

245 Application General: Updated the language settings area to work with the Dutch language. 

374* Application General: Corrected errors when adding EAV fields within the Style Header or Line 
List areas.  

369* Application General: Corrected a SQL error upon upgrade of the application.  

408* Application General: Corrected an error which occurred when a user does not have permission 
to the BI folder and a home screen was not selected.    

359 BOM: Corrected an issue with the Style BOM View mode which displayed editable fields in 
Chrome, when all fields should be grayed out like in IE.  

320 BOM, Color Folder: Corrected an error with a color name character limit which occurred when 
adding Material to a Style BOM. 

383 Construction Details: Corrected an issue within the Style Folder where using the Break Link 
function twice for a Construction Detail returned blank user defined fields. 

361 Image Folder: Corrected an issue where hiding a CDate or MDate EAV field resulted with an 
error.  

235 Measurement Page: Corrected an issue where linked pages in the Style’s Share area were not 
listed in the Shared column.  

272 Sample Request: Fixed an error which occurred after pressing the Select Image button within a 
Sample Request and waiting several minutes for the page to load.  

354 Sample Request: Updated an issue where a Sample Request Preview with a full page of POM’s 
resulted in the overlapping of the page footer. 

357 Sourcing: Fixed a line break issue when adding a Quote comment, which only occurred when 
using IE11. Pressing enter added a space instead of going to the next line within the Comment 
area. However, once saved the content is shown correctly. 

263 Style BOL:  Updated the Style BOL base rate field to display as 3 decimals within the read and 
edit modes. 

371 Style Folder: Corrected an original image not found error resulting from an image copied 
during the Style Copy process within the Style Folder.  

397 Style Folder: Corrected an issue where linking an Artboard via the AI plugin to a Styles 
nonexistent Text-Image page, then adding the page resulted in an error.  

223 Tech Pack: Corrected an issue with an OOTB division field not showing on the Tech Pack 
printouts. 
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